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Prince Amir lives in a lavish and beautiful cage. He shares a palace with over a hundred of his brothers, all barred from ever
leaving until he, or one of his brothers, becomes the next Sultan. Living under constant threat of death at the hands of his
scheming brothers, Amir has chosen a life of solitude and study. But his scholarly and alchemical pursuits bring him under
suspicion when, one by one, his brothers are struck down by darkest sorcery. Amir’s monastic existence is also turned upsidedown when he falls passionately in love with the beautiful Princess Eva, an exotic visitor from a far-off kingdom. Alas, the princess
is destined to marry the next Sultan–and Amir has dozens of more ambitious brothers vying for the throne… assuming they survive
the unnatural menace preying on their royal blood. To clear his name, Amir must track down the true source of the darkness
stalking the palace. But even if he can somehow save his rival brothers, must he then watch one of them wed the woman he
loves? Or will he die without ever setting foot outside his opulent cage?
Making Girls into Women offers an account of the historical emergence of "the lesbian" by looking at late-nineteenth- and earlytwentieth-century women's writing. Kathryn R. Kent proposes that modern lesbian identity in the United States has its roots not
just, or even primarily, in sexology and medical literature, but in white, middle-class women’s culture. Kent demonstrates how, as
white women's culture shifted more and more from the home to the school, workplace, and boarding house, the boundaries
between the public and private spheres began to dissolve. She shows how, within such spaces, women's culture, in attempting to
mold girls into proper female citizens, ended up inciting in them other, less normative, desires and identifications, including ones
Kent calls "protolesbian" or queer. Kent not only analyzes how texts represent queer erotics, but also theorizes how texts might
produce them in readers. She describes the ways postbellum sentimental literature such as that written by Harriet Beecher Stowe,
Louisa May Alcott, and Emma D. Kelley eroticizes, reacts against, and even, in its own efforts to shape girls’ selves, contributes to
the production of queer female identifications and identities. Tracing how these identifications are engaged and critiqued in the
early twentieth century, she considers works by Djuna Barnes, Gertrude Stein, Marianne Moore, and Elizabeth Bishop, as well as
in the queer subject-forming effects of another modern invention, the Girl Scouts. Making Girls into Women ultimately reveals that
modern lesbian identity marks an extension of, rather than a break from, nineteenth-century women’s culture.
What would you do if a deadly storm ripped through your world? Experience poignant spiritual insights as families triumph over
life's inevitable tragedies. Celebrate the legacy of freedom in Christ.
Caged Lightning
Devon Sanders, a private investigator and deputy headmaster of a paranormal school, has proven himself to be a formidable
wizard. When magic becomes unbalanced, however, chaos ensues. A new enemy threatens to tear the paranormal world apart,
so Devon will have to turn to the past for answers. The school is in danger again and things are not as they appear. Secrets,
betrayal, and danger are par for the course for Devon and his friends, but this time, magic cannot be trusted. Magic is elemental.
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“Like an arrow in the hand of a warrior, so are the sons of those who have been shaken. Hurl lightning bolts and scatter them.
Shoot your arrows and rout them.” King David, circa 1000 BC Wyatt Striker hated to admit that he was nervous. A senator he had
treated in the ER after a mountain biking accident had invited Wyatt and his wife to a party at his vacation home near Tijuana.
Unfortunately he did not mention that a dozen of California's most influential people would be there, too. He knew he had faced far
worse situations during his glory days in special ops, but he hardly thought his training would help with this one. When he arrived
at the house early, however, he was caught off guard by what seemed to be a two-bit burglar. The thief's behavior, which included
nearly putting a peephole in Wyatt's cranium, suggested something much more dangerous. Shaken, he returned home to find his
sister-in-law tied to a chair in the kitchen, his son gone, and a ransom note on the table. As he attempts to connect the dots, he
discovers that the captor is less interested in the money than in Wyatt. Confused and determined, he sets off to unravel the web of
leads and players. Will his calm and careful mind and the resources he can muster be enough to outsmart the captor? Will he
discover the deadly identity of his adversary before it's too late? In this fast-paced action adventure, Brent Russell weaves a
tapestry of mystery, suspense, and good-old-fashioned fight scenes described in a uniquely thrilling voice.
I was only a child, ten years of age, when I was first incarcerated in the juvenile prison system. Locked up in a small brick cage
with a solid wood door containing a thick, shatterproof glass window. So began the journey that would lead me here – to DEATH
ROW. I’m simply just Herminio Serna now, who was “consciously awakened” to this living nightmare of awaiting execution, here
on California’s Death Row, in San Quentin State Prison. Incarcerated since August 1991. Condemned to this death in November
1997 after a six year trial. Held in isolation, solitary confinement, while undergoing that sham appearance of a trial. And once
condemned I was buried alive here, in a concrete cage, entombed inside the entrails of this beast, inside the infamous Adjustment
Center, (San Quentin’s “Hole”/S.H.U.) for another fourteen years. A total of 20 years – two decades of “unusual cruelty.” As if the
death penalty wasn’t enough of a punishment!
If I Were In A Cage I’d Reach Out For You is a collection that travels through both time and place, liminally occupying the chasm between
Canadiana and Americana mythologies. These poems dwell in surreal pockets of the everyday warped landscapes of modern cities and flood
into the murky basin of the intimate. Amidst the comings and goings, there’s a sincere desire to connect to others, an essential need to reach
out, to redraft the narratives that make kinship radical and near. These poems are love letters to the uncomfortable, the unfathomable, and
the altered geographies that define our own misshapen understandings of the world. "With a depth of feeling for places and their connecting
joys and aches, these are beautifully written poems, vivid as the morning paper, bracing as moonshine." —David McGimpsey, author of
Sitcom and Asbestos Heights
Book 2 of the Betrothed Series Harry Potter’s magic, Twilight’s heartache... with a message that love and confidence make everything
possible – a faery fantasy with a reality check. Having returned home, Marla seems to quickly forget her Faery Prince, Leif... And strangely,
she starts seeing her best friend Jack in a different way... Tensions mount within this doomed love triangle after Leif, unwilling to part with his
betrothed, strikes a deal with his father, the fiery King Telophy, to travel to Earth to win Marla back. Meanwhile in the enchanting land of
Faera, more and more of King Telophy’s subjects are vanishing – victims of a shadowy presence. Leif flies back to Faera, with Marla and
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Jack to help vanquish this deadly threat. Shifting shadows, bonds of blood, and with their lives in danger ... Marla is conflicted, relying on both
Leif and Jack for support. But who will she choose? And can the three save Faera in time?
The acclaimed first novel by one of Flamingo’s most gifted young writers, author of ‘The Bronski House’ and ‘The Spirit Wrestlers’. Philip
Marsden’s brilliant first novel is set in the 1930s, in the small Cornish fishing village of Polmayne. A newcomer to the village, Jack Sweeney,
buys a boat and establishes himself as a fisherman, gradually winning the respect even of the village elders. But times are changing, and a
new kind of visitor is beginning to appear in Polmayne. A bohemian colony of artists offends some sensibilities, while a hotel is opened to
accommodate the summer tourists, and pleasure steamers mingle with the fishing boats in the harbour. Yet, despite the superficial changes,
the old ways and the old hazards of Cornish life endure. Offshore, just below the surface of the waves, lie the Main Cages, a treacherous
outcrop of rock where many ships and many lives have been lost. Firmly rooted in a particular place and time, yet recalling in its universality
such books as Graham Swift’s ‘Waterland’ and E. Annie Proulx’s ‘The Shipping News’, ‘The Main Cages’ is a gripping story of love and
death, and a remarkable fictional debut.
To walk outside is to dance with death— and Kitieri Manon knows all the steps: Don’t stand out. Don’t make friends. And, when the warnings
start, run as fast as you can. Every day is a fight for survival in a world terrorized by the deadly lightning they call the Blue Killer. The
Churches call it divine punishment, but Kitieri has only ever known the good to suffer. It’s easy for the elites to preach, hoarding the lifesaving cintra while the poor die in droves. As the Strikes grow increasingly violent, Kitieri finds herself a walking target. She can smell the
lightning coming before the warnings, can feel the malice in the air. The Blue Killer seeks her blood. It calls to her. To answer that call, Kitieri
will risk everything. Lives hang in the balance as she is swept into a network of deceit, corruption, and betrayal running deeper than she ever
could have imagined. With blood on her hands and a target on her back, Kitieri must come to terms with who and what she is before she
loses those she holds dear. If she cannot control the part of herself she hates the most, the lightning will claim more than just her life.
A new approach to the classic fairy tale. The story of Beauty and the Beast with a twist. What if the woman was the one turned into the
creature? A realm of adventure and peril mingled with romance, friendship, and sword and sorcery. Join Pluck as she travels through a
strange land of danger and intrigue as she finds allies and foes alike in her search to lift her monstrous curse. Begin this action-adventure
epic dark fantasy series for free by reading the first book, Beauty of the Beast #1 The Mystic Rose: Part A: The Flower, The Sword, and The
Kiss. A story like Beauty and the Beast but with more action and menacing darkness. In the fourth story, Pluck begins her search for the
prophecies of the Serviatrix. Votar and King Solom journey to the Valley of Blood where one claiming to be the Serviatrix has appeared.
Beauty Of The Beast Epic Dark Fantasy Series: 0. Alba: Beauty of the Beast 1. Beauty of the Beast #1 The Mystic Rose- Part A- The Flower,
The Sword, And The Kiss 2. Beauty of the Beast #1 The Mystic Rose- Part B- A Vow Of Love And The Challenge 3. Beauty of the Beast #1
The Mystic Rose- Part C- Hearts Betrayed And Blood Revealed 4. Beauty of the Beast #2 Daughter Of A King- Part A- Serviatrix's Plight
Enter a world where every day is like cotton candy; fuzzy, warm, and sweet. Where intoxicating music fills the air, lifting you high above the
ground. Where there is magic in the streets, fueling the hearts of those who will accept it. Love, laughter, and unbridled youth are the
foundations for NanaYa... Haru and Aki have their innocence left in an open box...waiting for the key.
Triple trouble always follows Dray Prescot, especially when he thinks he has things under control. This time, while involved with setting things
right on the continent of Pandahem, the Star Lords yank him away from his friends and dump him, weaponless, at the gates of the terrible
temple of the Leem. Rescuing a girl sacrifice is only the start, for next he has to help Pompino to torch all the temples of the Silver Wonder,
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and take to the sea to confront the next wave of the fish-headed marauders from Kregen's Southern Hemisphere. Fires of Scorpio is the
twenty-ninth book in the epic fifty-two book saga of Dray Prescot of Earth and of Kregen by Kenneth Bulmer, writing as Alan Burt Akers. The
series continues with Talons of Scorpio.

When Christopher Bayliss abandons Rome, he returns to England determined to be cleansed forever of the contagion of religion.
But his research into an obscure 18th-century poet, Richard Pelham, reintroduces into his life those same ghostly whispers and
rumours he thought he'd silenced for good.
On the inaccessible sub-continent called The Far East, Ditarin has spawned an indigenous, intelligent species. Only three
generations ago, the Ooda added fire to their toolkit, elevating their species above the other animals of the Forest. No longer are
the Ooda prey to the Jahi. TT, the Son of their Voice, must prove his strength, swiftness and wisdom to lead the Ooda. Sent off
alone, he discovers theirs is not the only Forest and the species living there has been Pondering much longer. Descendants of the
survivors of a starship that crashed on Ditarin thirty-six thousand years ago are splitting into two separate species, those with Kee
and those without. Faced with the reality of their evolution, myths of a forgotten past become truth. TTÕs unexpected arrival
provides the tinder that could plunge the world to the brink of War. The Pondering, the first novel in the series A New Man,
introduces this exotic, changing world and its wide cast of diverse characters and unlikely heroes.
250 years ago, Ascalon burned . . . Desperate to defend his land from advancing hordes of bestial charr, King Adelbern
summoned the all-powerful Foefire to repel the invaders. But magic can be a double-edged sword—the Foefire burned both charr
and human alike. While the charr corpses smoldered, the slain Ascalonians arose again, transformed by their king’s rage into
ghostly protectors and charged with guarding the realm . . . forever. The once mighty kingdom became a haunted shadow of its
former glory. Centuries later, the descendants of Ascalon, exiled to the nation of Kryta, are besieged on all sides. To save
humankind, Queen Jennah seeks to negotiate a treaty with the hated charr. But one obstacle remains. The charr legions won’t
sign the truce until their most prized possession, the Claw of the Khan-Ur,is returned from the ruins of fallen Ascalon. Now a
mismatched band of adventurers, each plagued by ghosts of their own, sets forth into a haunted, war-torn land to retrieve the
Claw. Without the artifact, there is no hope for peace between human and charr—but the undead king who rules Ascalon won’t
give it up easily, and not everyone wants peace!
“1:45 am. I’m at the top of the basement stairs. They are very steep. Painted a blood red. There are seven steps down and then
they take a sharp turn to the right. I can’t see any further. I can hear the hum of the high voltage transformer. Here I go. Everett
Line Fine heads down the rabbit hole. Maybe into Dante’s inferno.” A paranormal investigator spends the night on Ledge
Lighthouse and goes mad. Years later, a writer discovers his field kit and decides to unravel the mystery of what really happened.
Did the investigator encounter the ghost of "Ernie," who legend says haunts the light? Or did he succumb to the fear created by
demons of his own design? To find out, the writer explores the story and spends a night alone on the lighthouse, where the
shadows hold secrets. This journey into the darkest realms of the paranormal, the human mind, and the lighthouse itself is one
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where dreams become real and reality becomes a dream. Keep the lights on and an eye on the shadows as you read this this
psycholical thriller written by Todd Gipstein, president of the Ledge Light Foundation, a group restoring this unique lighthouse off
the coast of New London, Connecticut.
Haden Lord, the disgraced prince of the Underrealm, has been sent to the mortal world to entice a girl into returning with him to the
land of the dead. Posing as a student at Olympus Hills High—a haven for children of the rich and famous—Haden must single out
the one girl rumored to be able to restore immortality to his race. Daphne Raines has dreams much bigger than her tiny southern
Utah town, so when her rock star dad suddenly reappears, offering her full tuition to Olympus Hills High's prestigious music
program, she sees an opportunity to catch the break she needs to make it as a singer. But upon moving into her estranged father's
mansion in California, and attending her glamorous new school, Daphne soon realizes she isn't the only student in Olympus who
doesn't quite belong. Haden and Daphne—destined for each other—know nothing of the true stakes their fated courtship entails. As
war between the gods brews, the teenagers' lives collide. But Daphne won't be wooed easily, and when it seems their prophesied
link could happen, Haden realizes something he never intended—he's fallen in love. Now to save themselves, Haden and Daphne
must rewrite their destinies. But as their destinies change, so do the fates of both their worlds. A pulsating romance of epic
proportions, Bree Despain's The Shadow Prince will leave her fans breathless for the next book in the Into The Dark series.
In the sixth year of its ongoing mission, the Strange New Worlds writing competition has once again sought out exciting new
voices and imaginations among Star Trek's vast galaxy of fans. After scanning countless submissions for signs of style and
originality, the judges are proud to report that the universe of amazing Star Trek writers just keeps expanding. Strange New
Worlds VI features twenty-three never-before-published stories spanning the twenty-second to the twenty-fourth centuries, from
the early days of Captain Jonathan Archer to James T. Kirk and his crew to the later generations of Captains Picard, Sisko, and
Janeway. These memorable new tales explore and examine the past and future of Star Trek from many different perspectives.
This year's contributors include such diverse life-forms as Julie Hyzy, Shane Zeranski, Penny A. Proctor, TG Theodore, Mark
Allen, Charity Zegers, Juanita Nolte, G. Wood, Pat Detmer, Robert J. Mendenhall, Geoffrey Thorne, Russ Crossley, Louisa M.
Swann, Scott W. Carter, Shawn Michael Scott, Brett Hudgins, Robert J. LaBaff, Paul J. Kaplan, Jan Stevens, Kevin Andrew
Hosey, Elizabeth A. Dunham, Mary Scott-Wiecek, Robert T. Jeschonek, and Annie Reed. Join Strange New Worlds in its thrilling
quest to uncover the most compelling Star Trek fiction this side of the Galactic Barrier!
Time is running out for Zeus, who is trapped in the wires and slowly disintegrating into nothingness. Without him, Lexi's war
against the shadow shapers is doomed to fail. To regain his physical form, Zeus needs his lightning bolt back, so all Lexi has to do
is find its missing pieces and her troubles should be over, right? Wrong. She knows Poseidon has one of the missing pieces but,
with no memories of her previous existence, Lexi doesn't even know where to start looking for him. And when the shadow shapers
strike again, threatening everything Lexi holds most dear, it's clear that Zeus isn't the only one running short of time. Luckily Lexi
isn't the type to turn her back on a challenge, because the fate of the gods themselves rests on her shoulders.
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The stories featured in Strange New Worlds VI rocket readers across the length and breadth of Federation space, from the earliest
days of deep space exploration with Captain Jonathan Archer and the first USS Enterprise, to the epic journey of Captain Kathryn
Janeway and the crew of the USS Voyager. All five television series are represented: Enterprise, Star Trek, Star Trek: The Next
Generation, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and Star Trek: Voyager. Several previous Strange New Worlds winners have gone on to
be Star Trek novelists with official tie-ins published by Pocket Books. See what it takes to be a published Star Trek writer, and
discover the novelists of the future in Strange New Worlds VI.
Powers make her an outcast. Fear will get her killed. At eighteen, Vesper is driven by one ambition—to live up to her family's
expectations and win a place at the Royal Academy. But when she fails an unexpected test, Vesper is taken from the white tower
of New Vegas and dumped on the city floor—home to those the city outlaws. She quickly finds herself branded a slave in a shadow
city where factions war and monsters terrorize the streets. Most terrifying of all are the powers that Vesper and her new friends
wield. Having killed once, Vesper is determined it won't happen again. To save her friends, Vesper must learn to control her
power. And that means facing her greatest fear—that her power could destroy her.
In 1918, the world seems on the verge of apocalypse. Americans roam the streets in gauze masks to ward off the deadly Spanish
influenza, and the government ships young men to the front lines of a brutal war, creating an atmosphere of fear and confusion.
Sixteen-year-old Mary Shelley Black watches as desperate mourners flock to séances and spirit photographers for comfort, but
she herself has never believed in ghosts. At her bleakest moment, however, she’s forced to rethink her entire way of looking at life
and death, for her first love—a boy who died in battle—returns in spirit form. But what does he want from her?Featuring haunting
archival early-20th-century photographs, this is a tense, romantic story set in a past that is eerily like our own time.
A tragic plane crash in the western United States has made news headlines throughout the country. Americans everywhere hold
their breath as they prepare for the worst. A heartbreaking report reveals all passengers lost, except for four adolescent boys. And
what’s worse—they’re missing. But as the nation’s hope for finding the kids alive wanes, Austin, Wes, Derek, and Zach begin
their own journey to escape what an orphan’s life would have in store for them. Against the odds, they’ve made a life for
themselves, though still on the run. Finally waylaid by fate, they find themselves at the mercy of a secluded fortress and its
shadowy master. The woman claims to be a sorceress of the darkest of magics, and considering the army of skeleton soldiers at
her command, her word seems true. Now the Dark Sorceress has extended an offer to the desperate youths: a home, a cause,
and a purpose. With little alternative, the boys cheat death yet again. As they undertake their new journey, they encounter the
dominating forces of the world that are hidden to the public eye. Each secret shakes their resolve more than the last. And with
storms brewing on the horizon, the future remains uncertain. Will the boys find it in them to stand with the Dark Sorceress? Or will
the world’s hidden power simply consume them?
"The six spheres to pronounce judgment, the six spheres to wield its power, the six spheres to resurrect the demon, and in death .
. . rule in darkness..." In the fires of the Dark Lands in the midst of war, a prophecy will be born entrusted with an immense task.
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He must fulfil the prophecy of the gods and become who he was born to be, the one who will bring an end to evil. Deep within the
pit of evil a shadow is unleashed from its shackles, and plots to wreck total chaos on Middle Earth, and become the Lord of the Six
Spheres of Power.
Includes poetry by José Carlos Becerra, José Emilio Pacheco, Francisco Hernández, Homero Aridjis, David Huerta, Jaime Reyes,
José de Jesús Sampedro, Miguel Flores Ramírez, Francisco Cervantes, Marco Antonio Campos, Elva Macías, Ernesto Trejo
Elizabeth Bishop is increasingly recognized as one of the twentieth century's most important and original poets. Initially celebrated
for the minute detail of her descriptions, what John Ashbery memorably called her 'thinginess', Bishop's reputation has risen
dramatically since her death, in part due to the publication of new work, including letters, stories, and visual art, as well as a
controversial volume of uncollected poems, drafts, and fragments. This Companion engages with key debates surrounding the
interpretation and reception of Bishop's writing in relation to questions of biography, the natural world and politics. Individual
chapters focus on texts such as North and South, Questions of Travel, and Geography III, while offering fresh readings of the
significance of Nova Scotia, Massachusetts, and Brazil to Bishop's life and work. This volume explores the full range of Bishop's
artistic achievements and the extent to which the posthumous publications have contributed to her enduring popularity.
After teaching English in Chile, one man heads north with his backpack and a journal. With a flair of humor and a sock full of pesos
follow him as he crosses the arid Andean Altiplano. Dali-esque rock formations defy geological precedent. Gasp for air as he
travels to Potosi, arguably the highest in the world, and where conquistadors extracted the silver to fuel the Spanish Empire.
Watch as he descends to the edge of the Amazon to find a farm. Two words guide him: Ginger's Paradise. He must protect his
pockets from thieving spider monkeys and weave his way through parading troops at Dia de Independencia festivities. In La Paz,
he witnesses the reelection speech of Bolivia's first indigenous President amid a crowded plaza of Aymara and Quechua support.
Upon a visit the next day to a set of ruins; he confirms a little known hypothesis regarding the settlement of the Americas, which
changes his perception on what it means to be indigenous, and may very well change how you see yourself in this world.
The world into which Elio escapes might not be entirely figment of his imagination, but rather a web that was weaved around him.
During a holiday in the countryside, he will have the chance to meet a Sentinel that will reveal the truth to him. Alongside a funny
group of friends, both real and imaginary, he will fight in order to gain back his freedom. The adventures of this kid will make you
become acquainted with Demons, Sentinels, Shadows, Bosowes, magic lullabies, and you will travel around the world using traffic
lights, walking around baobab trees or flying inside an ice ball. PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
A vortex of evil, passion, suspense and beautiful writing. Spanning three generations, four continents and two world wars, The
Shadow of the Hawk brings together Kathleen and Hawk, each from different generations, backgrounds and outlooks. Through his
naiveté and her patience and wisdom, they meet, not in his world, not in hers, but in a place almost mystical, unreal. Around them
revolve: Cope the moonshiner, evil incarnate; Toad, nobility personified; Miss Jesse, on the edge of madness; Jonathan and
Judilon, Kathleen's children, both older than their mother's lover; Adam and Ruth, a frightened black couple stranded in an isolated
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white settlement in 1949; Robert and Raven Tallchief, the Indians who watch with lust which moves into unfortunate action; and 7,
a sturdy man who tries to stop madness in two different worlds at one time. In a pond on the mountain above them floats a body
stabbed many times, and someone unknown is making cyanide that will eventually take its toll. Faustine and Logan form the
strangest love affair in all recorded literature, bringing about the death of a hidden community. Every page drives you relentlessly
onward with another question that must be answered. This book is unstoppable.
In the third book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Red Queen series, Mare is forced to play a psychological cat-and-mouse
game with an old and deadly enemy, where the stakes are not only the future of the Red Rebellion but the sanctity of her own
mind.
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